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The top 6 Public Affairs Broadcast Issues/Programs addressed by WYMT-TV 

Program Department:  Government/Political, Health/Environmental, Economy, 

Education, Tourism/Recreation, and Crime. 

 

Issues: Health/Environmental 
60 Minutes  

7P-8P 

5/5/13 
(“Invisible Wounds”) – This is a report on the recent efforts to combat traumatic brain injuries and post 

traumatic stress (PTSD) sustained by war veterans while on the battlefield, mainly in Iraq and Afghanistan. 

The segment also includes interviews with retired Army Major Ben Richards and wife, Farrah Richards; 

Dr. David Hovda, director of the Brain Injury Research Center at UCLA; retired Army General Pete 

Chiarelli; Arnold Fisher, Senior Partner of Fisher Brothers Corporation; Dr. James Kelley, director of the 

National Intrepid Center of Excellence (NICoE); and comments by Sergeant Allen Hill. 

 

6/2/13 

(“Breakthrough”) – This is a report on a scientific advance that has enabled quadriplegic Jan 

Scheuermann to control and direct a computerized robotic arm simply by using her thoughts, which were 

relayed to the arm by two sensors which had been surgically placed directly on her brain and then 

connected to the robotic arm. This segment includes interviews with: Jan Scheuermann; Andy Schwartz, 

neuroscientist, University of Pittsburgh; Dr. Geoffrey Ling, neurologist, program manager of the U.S. 

Defense Department’s Revolutionizing Prosthetics program; Michael McLoughlin, electrical engineer, 

Johns Hopkins University, Maryland; Dr. Elizabeth Tyler-Kabara, neurosurgeon, University of Pittsburgh; 

Johnny Matheny, cancer victim / amputee; Dr. Albert Chi, neurosurgeon, University of Pittsburgh. 

 

6/9/13 

(“The Cost of Admission”) – This is a report on allegations that Health Management Associates, a for-

profit hospital chain, pressured its doctors to admit patients regardless of their medical needs in order to 

increase their revenues, nearly half of which last year came from Medicare and Medicaid programs. Also 

includes interviews with: Nancy Alford, former director of case management, HMA hospital in Mesquite, 

Texas; Drs. Jeff Hamby, Cliff Cloonan, and Scott Rankin, all former HMA doctors; John Vollmer, former 

HMA executive vice president (footage); Alan Levine, HMA executive vice president; Paul Meyer, former 

HMA director of compliance.   
 

Issues: Economy 
60 Minutes:  

7p-8p 

5/5/13 
(“Robin Hood”) – This is an interview / profile of Wall Street hedge fund manager Paul Tudor Jones, 

founder of The Robin Hood Foundation; a charity that has given over $1.25 billion to New York City’s 

neediest, becoming the city’s largest private backer of charter schools, job training and food programs. 

Tudor Jones was inspired to start a charity after seeing philanthropist Gene Lang on 60 MINUTES. The 

segment also includes interviews with Sister Mary Alice Hannan, director of Part of the Solution (POTS); 

Jabali Sawicki, principal of the Excellence Boys Charter School 
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Issues: Education 
60 Minutes 

7p-8p 

6/23/13 
(“Design Thinking”) – This was an interview / profile of product design innovator David Kelley, and his 

Silicon Valley company, IDEO.  His philosophy of mindfully incorporating human behavior into design 

has resulted in the creation of some of the world’s most iconic products, like the stand-up toothpaste tube 

and the computer mouse for Apple. 

 

 

 

Issues: Tourism/Recreation: 
The Local Traveler 

7p-8p 

6/5/13 

Episode 15 CC 

January 23, 2013 
Ky Wine Tours Acres of Land Richmond, Ky 

Chrisman Mill Vineyards Lexington, Ky 

Grimes Mill Winery Lexington, Ky. 

 

6/12/13 

Episode 23 CC 

04/23/13 
The Knoxville Zoo Knoxville, Tn. 

 

6/19/13 

Episode 20 CC 

February 27, 2013 
Doodles Café Lexington, Ky 

White Light Diner Frankfort, Ky 

North End Café Louisville, Ky 

 

6/26/13 

Episode 24 CC 

May 01, 2013 
The Kentucky Craft Event 
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Issues: Crime 
60 Minutes:  

7p-8p 

4/7/13 

(“12/14”) – This is an interview with the families who were directly impacted by the Sandy Hook Elementary 

shooting in Newtown, Connecticut and what they experienced the day of the tragedy that took twenty-six lives. They 

are now part of a group called Sandy Hook Promise and are on a quest to change gun laws in hopes of preventing the 

gun violence that took the lives of their loved ones. The segment includes interviews with parents of the victims: Nicole 

Hockley, Nelba Marquez-Greene, Jimmy Greene, David Wheeler, Francine Wheeler, Mark Barden, Jacqueline Barden, 

Terri Rousseau, Neil Heslin; and Bill Sherlach, whose wife Mary died. 

 
4/21/13 

(“The Boston Bombings”) – This is a report on the bombings that occurred during the Boston Marathon on April 

15. Boston Police Commissioner Edward Davis describes the events leading up to the death of suspect Tamerlan 

Tsarnaev and the arrest of his brother Dzhokhar Tsarnaev. The Tsarnaev brothers are from a mostly Islamic region of 

Russia and their ancestors were from Chechnya. Friends and neighbors of the brothers describe what they are like. The 

segment also includes interviews with Rose Schutzberg, Dzhokhar’s classmate; Bassel and Ahmad Nasri, Dzhokhar’s 

friends; Al Ammon, Tamerlan’s neighbor; and George MacMasters, Dzhokhar’s former boss. 

 

4/28/13 

(“Angel of Death” )– This is an interview / profile of Charles Cullen, who is currently serving a life sentence 

without parole in a New Jersey State Prison for confessing to as many as forty murders while he was a practicing nurse 

for sixteen years in seven different hospitals. Cullen was a critical care nurse and gave unsuspecting patients lethal 

doses of powerful drugs, notably digoxin. This is the first interview 60 MINUTES has conducted with a serial killer. 

Segment also includes interviews with Charles Graeber, who wrote “The Good Nurse” about Cullen; Dr. Steven 

Marcus, Dir. NJ Poison Control Center; Tim Braun and Daniel Baldwin, Somerset County Detectives; Amy Ridgway, 

friend and fellow nurse. 

 

6/23/13 

(“Evidence of Innocence”) – This is a report on the case of Michael Morton, wrongfully convicted for 

the murder of his wife in 1986 and then, after having served twenty-five years in prison, exonerated by 

DNA testing last year. His prosecutor, Williamson County (Texas) District Attorney Ken Anderson, is now 

being investigated for withholding crucial evidence during the trial -- evidence that would have acquitted 

Morton. Includes interviews with: Michael Morton; John Raley, Houston (Texas) attorney; Barry Scheck, 

attorney, The Innocence Project; Eric Nichols, lawyer for Ken Anderson. 
 

Issues  General 
60 Minutes 

7p-8p 

4/21/13 

(“The 9/11 Museum”) – This is a report on the progress and challenges of the National September 11 Memorial 

Museum, and a detailed look at what the public can expect to see about a year from now when the doors open at the site 

of the terrorist attack from that day, seven stories below ground where the World Trade Center once stood, now known 

as Ground Zero in New York City. The segment also includes interviews with Alice Greenwald, museum director; Joe 

Daniels, museum president; museum board members Paula Grant Berry, Monica Iken, Anthoula Katsimatide and Tom 

Roger. 

 

4/28/13 

(“Rosie’s Run for the Roses”) – This is an interview / profile of Rosie Napravnik, America’s most successful 

jockey this year leading up to the Kentucky Derby, and the only female slated to ride at Churchill Downs. The segment 

also includes interviews with Barbara Jo Rubin, jockey; Cindy and Charles Napravnik, Rosie’s parents; and Jazz 

Napravnik, Rosie’s sister. 
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Issues  General - Continued 
60 Minutes 

7p-8p 

5/5/13 
(“Bill Gates 2.0") – This is an interview / profile of Bill Gates, Microsoft founder, innovator, billionaire 

and humanitarian through the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation in Seattle, on his goals in life -- to make 

the world a better place by eradicating deadly diseases such as malaria, tuberculosis and HIV -- and using 

technology to solve age-old problems. Gates describes how a lengthy Leonardo Da Vinci manuscript, of 

painstakingly detailed ideas, inspires him. Segment also includes an interview with Bill’s wife, Melinda 

and comments by his father, Bill Gates, Sr 

 

05/26/13 
(60 MINUTES PRESENTS: “Killing Bin Laden”) – This is the first interview with a retired Navy SEAL 

who was part of the team that carried out the raid on Osama bin Laden’s compound in Abbottabad, 

Pakistan, and who was in the room when bin Laden, the leader of al Qaeda and the world’s most wanted 

terrorist,  died from American bullets.  In the interview, “Mark Owen” (a pseudonym used for security) 

recalls each step of the mission and the preparation which he and the nation's elite force had made for it.  

“Mark Owen” has just written a book about this, entitled “No Easy Day”.  This interview is divided into 

four segments and comprises the whole hour. 

 

6/30/13 
(“Sheryl Sandberg”) – This was an interview / profile of Sheryl Sandberg, former Google executive and 

current Chief Operating Officer (COO) of Facebook, the social media company. Her book, “Lean In”, 

speaks of the feminist movement which she claims has stalled, and her hopes of women taking on 

leadership roles. The segment also includes an interview with: Dave Goldberg, Sheryl’s husband..  

 

Issues  General 
Brooklyn DA 

10p – 11p 

6/22/13 
                             (“BROOKLYN DA”) - the fourth broadcast of a six-part news documentary series focusing on an eclectic 

group of men and women in the Kings County (Brooklyn, NY) District Attorney’s Office and their lives 

inside and outside of the courtroom.  Tonight’s topics include: (1) “Bones” - details of the investigation 

into an illegal bone and body tissue harvesting business in which one of the victims was famed journalist, 

television personality and broadcaster Alistair Cooke.  Narrators/profiled: Patricia McNeill, Executive 

Assistant District Attorney, Rackets Division; and Josh Hanshaft, Executive Assistant District Attorney, 

Rackets Division.  Also includes comments by Michael Vecchione, Chief, Rackets Division.  Segment 

producers: Kim Kennedy, Susan Mallie.  (2) “My Dead Mother” - the case of a man who impersonated his 

dead mother to avoid losing a multi-million dollar home and access to his mother’s income.  

Narrators/profiled: Joe Alexis, Assistant District Attorney; and Richard Farrell, Assistant District Attorney.  

Also includes comments by Tom Farley, Detective Investigator, Brooklyn DA; and Judge Vincent M. Del 

Giudice.  Segment Producer: Ruth Chenetz.  (3) “EPIC - John’s School” - a look at two programs offered 

by the Brooklyn DA’s office: The Ending Prostitution In Communities (EPIC) program is a six-week 

alternative to incarceration program designed for adults arrested for prostitution-related offenses; and 

Project Respect (John School) is an alternative to incarceration program designed for first time offenders 

arrested for patronizing a prostitute.  Narrators: William Petty, Supervising Detective Investigator, Kings 

County DA’s Office; Rhonnie Jaus, Chief, Sex Crimes and Crimes Against Children Division; Alison 

Trenk, Social Worker, Brooklyn DA; and Rosetta Menifee, Presenter, Brooklyn DA.  Segment Producer: 

Taigi Smith. 
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Issues: Crime 
48 Hours:  

 8p-9p 

4/20/13 

(48 HOURS SPECIAL REPORT: “Caught”) – This is a report updating events in the last twenty-four hours 

surrounding the shootout and manhunt for Dzhokhar Tsarnaev, known as Suspect #2 in Monday’s (April 15) bombing 

at the Boston Marathon. Both Dzhokhar Tsarnaev and his brother Tamerlan Tsarnaev, known as Suspect #1 (killed 

during the firefight on Thursday night) were on the run, after being identified as the bombers. Now that Dzhokhar 

Tsarnaev has been captured alive, the focus shifts to the dissecting of the bomb plot. That pursuit includes: (1) a report 

on Dzhokhar’s condition, including information that one injury seems to have been from a suicide attempt, and the 

theory that the brothers were looking for a crowd of people for a final attack. Correspondent: John Miller. (2) questions 

of a larger conspiracy are investigated and dismissed, according to Watertown Police Chief Edward Deveau. Included 

is a summary of what happened in Watertown during the firefight that left Tamerlan Tsarnaev dead. Correspondent: 

Dean Reynolds. (3) questions about why the brothers became terrorists. They were natives of Chechnya who came to 

the U.S. as young boys. Dzhokhar was popular and fit right in. He became a U.S. citizen on September 11, 2012. 

Tamerlan, a boxer, had a more difficult time assimilating to a life in the U.S.  Sparring partner Julian Pollard noticed a 

big change: he became strongly influenced by radical Islamic teachings. Segment includes interviews with: Larry 

Aaronson, history teacher at Cambridge Rindge and Latin High School; Francis Barry, a sophomore schoolmate of 

Dzhokhar’s at the University of Massachusetts, Dartmouth; Julian Pollard; unidentified woman (who spoke to CBS 

News by phone), whose friend became Tamerlan’s wife.  Correspondent: Jim Axelrod. (4) an interview with Ruslan 

Tsarni (who has shortened the family name), an uncle of the brothers, who says he believes that they became 

radicalized in recent years. Correspondent: Chip Reid. (5) a tour through the Franklin Street neighborhood of 

Watertown where police, media and the suspect converged. Includes interviews with residents Diane Tiernan, Nick 

Gianetti, Richie O’Connor, Tyler (no last name), and Stacy Raulf. In this segment also interviewed: Boston Mayor 

Tom Menino. Correspondent: Peter Van Sant. (6) an account of the victims: four dead, more than 170 wounded. 

Interviewed: Somerville Deputy Police Chief Paul Upton; Lillian Campbell, grandmother of victim Krystal Campbell, 

Massport Fire Lieutenant Michael Ward. Correspondent: Terrell Brown. (7) a look at how the investigation turned the 

Internet into a worldwide dragnet, and an illustration of the power of social media. Also interviewed: Lance Ulanoff, 

editor and chief of the website mashable.com; Eugene O’Donnell, professor at John Jay College of Criminal Justice.  

Correspondent: Tracy Smith. (8) a timeline of these six historic days in Boston -- a city known for its history. 

Correspondent: Jim Axelrod. (9) a review of the recurring terrorist attempts in the United States since 9/11 and a look 

at the sophisticated surveillance technology employed in New York City.  Also interviewed: Bill Bratton, former police 

commissioner of New York, Los Angeles and Boston; current New York City Police Commissioner Ray Kelly. 

Correspondents: Troy Roberts and Peter Van Sant. (10) a remembrance of the loss of innocent lives. Correspondent: 

Richard Schlesinger. 

 

5/04/13 
(48 HOURS: “My Dad’s Killer”)  - A followup to “Haunted” (OAD: 10/24/09), a report on the July 2002 

murder of Mike Sisco and his fiancee Karen Harkness, shot to death in Karen’s Topeka, Kansas home.  The 

police investigation ultimately focussed on Dana Chandler, Mike’s ex-wife and the mother of his two 

children, Hailey and Dustin.  In 2009, after the appointment of a new District Attorney, the Harkness-Sisco 

case became a priority. In 2012, ten years after the murders and eight months after Dana Chandler’s arrest, 

the case went to trial. Lacking physical evidence, the prosecution hoped to convict Chandler with her own 

words, using jailhouse telephone calls recorded between Chandler and her sister; and her lack of an alibi, as 

she had told two different stories about her whereabouts on the night in question.  Hailey and Dustin Sisco 

also became star witnesses against their mother, detailing her obsessions with their father and Karen 

Harkness. The case went to the jury and after approximately ninety minutes of deliberation, Dana Chandler 

was found guilty of two counts of first-degree murder.  Five months after the verdict, six members of the 

Sisco and Harkness families see Dana Chandler one more time. She is given two life sentences, one for 

killing Mike Sisco and one for killing Karen Harkness.  On-screen text graphic: Dana Chandler must serve 

100 years before she can ask for parole.  Also interviewed: Hailey Sisco and Dustin Sisco, children of Dana 

Chandler and Mike Sisco; Jacquie Spradling, Chief Deputy District Attorney; Mark and Cathy Boots, Mike 

Sisco’s sister and her brother-in-law; Chad Taylor, District Attorney; Mark Bennett, Chandler’s attorney. 

The 05/04/13 On-screen text graphic: Hailey Sisco is engaged to be married. Dana Chandler must 

serve 100 years  before she can ask for parole. 
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Issues: Crime - Continued 
48 Hours:  

 8p-9p 

6/01/13 
(48 HOURS: “The Preacher’s Passion”) (10:00-11:00p) - Felicia Tang was an actress and model in 

Hollywood, CA. Her boyfriend, Brian Randone, was an inspirational preacher and one-time reality show 

contestant. Two months after they met in Las Vegas, Tang was living in Randone’s Los Angeles home. 

After a night of passion, Tang was dead. On the morning of September 11, 2009, Randone summoned 

police because Tang wasn’t breathing. He maintained she overdosed on the drug GHB (Gamma 

hydroxybutyric), which they both took before going to bed. However, police didn’t buy the story. Police 

believed he beat Tang to death because they counted some 320 bruises, lacerations and abrasions on her 

body. The medical examiner who did the autopsy on Tang believes the bruising on her face and bite mark 

on her tongue were a result of Tang’s struggle to breathe. Randone was charged with her murder and after 

prosecutors saw her body, they added another charge: torture. On November 14, 2011, two years after 

Tang’s death, the trial began in a Pasadena courtroom. Prosecutors tried to prove Randone caused Tang’s 

death, but the defense painted Tang as a drug addict and said she died of an overdose. The defense called 

former San Diego Deputy Medical Examiner Dr. Harry Bonnell to the stand. Dr. Bonnell said homicide is 

impossible in this case because the PEA (pulseless electrical activity) found in Felicia’s body proves it. He 

went on to tell the jury there is no PEA in smothering victims and the causes of PEA are drugs or blood 

volume loss. Prosecution was denied the opportunity to rebut Dr. Bonnell’s testimony. The jury came up 

with the verdict of not guilty of torture and not guilty of murder. Jurors, who did not want their names to 

appear on the episode, claimed Dr. Bonnell’s testimony was crucial in declaring Randone not guilty. 

Several medical examiners “48 HOURS” consulted made clear they would have testified that Dr. Bonnell 

was incorrect, and PEA is possible in smothering. On screen text graphic: Brian Randone is suing various 

Los Angeles County law enforcement agencies for $21 million for false arrest, wrongful imprisonment, and 

emotional distress.  Interviewed: Brian Randone, Felicia Tang’s boyfriend; Detective Richard Doney; 

Detective Brian Schoonmaker; Christina (no last name), Felicia’s best friend; Mike Ferrara, DSport 

Magazine; Patty and Terry Randone, Brian’s parents; Mark Overland, Brian’s defense attorney; Trinka 

Porrata, Ret. LAPD narcotics officer; Dr. Harry Bonnell, Fmr. San Diego Deputy Medical Examiner.   


